
Rainbow warriors

How the world of video games has (slowly) come to 
terms with the LGBT+ dimension

From kick-ass assassins who also happen to be gay (Kung Jin in Mortal Kombat X) 
to gender-fluid personalisation choices as standard in life simulators (The Sims 4), 
LGBT+ themes and characters have never had a higher profile in the video games 
industry. But, in 2018, just how far has the industry come in terms of representing 
realistic or aspirational LGBT+ diversity in its pixelated parallel universes?
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Straight shooters

From Master Chief John-117 in Halo to Nathan Drake in Unchartered, a certain 
demographic still dominates the leading roles for many of the world’s biggest 
games. In an industry often criticised for its lack of in-game diversity, it’s all too 
easy to find evidence that the white, heterosexual male is still very much the default 
hero setting. In fact, a survey of recent games found that while straight males and 
females account for 66% and 31% of characters respectively, the number of LGBT+ 
characters is just under 3% of the total 1.

Such a low figure is perhaps surprising given that LGBT+ representation in gaming 
has a long and colourful history dating back more than three decades. An English 
castle on the Cornish coast is the unlikely setting for a brief yet ground-breaking 
encounter. In Moonmist, released in 1986, the artist Vivian Pentreath has what 
appears to be a romantic quarrel with a character presumed to be her girlfriend. 
Certainly not a major plot theme (and the girlfriend in question is indeed promised 
to a man), this innocuous moment has nevertheless gone down in gamer folklore: 
the first ever instance of an LGBT+ character in a video game. 

Sister act

Just two years later, another landmark is reached in similarly stealthy fashion in one 
of the biggest video game franchises of all time. In Nintendo’s Super Mario Bros 2, 
the egg-spitting dinosaur known as “Birdo” is described as a “male who believes that 
he is a female” and would therefore rather be called “Birdetta”. 

Despite the clumsy visual representation – the effeminate pink monster blinks coyly 
and wears a red hairband – this was still the first instance of a transgender character 
in any game. Sadly, however, this prehistoric pioneer was destined for extinction. 
When localising for the North American market, Nintendo appeared to get nervous 
about audience reactions, removing references to the character’s gender altogether – 
an approach which was extended to all later versions of the game.

1 https://infogram.com/lgbt-portrayal-in-video-games-1gqgk265n0jkpn0
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Playing with caricatures

In the 1990s and beyond, LGBT+ characters began to proliferate across a wider 
variety of games, but their inclusion could rarely be considered either progressive 
or realistic. In 1994’s Streets of Rage 3, for example, the boss character Ash is 
a  leather-clad, cod-piece-wearing adversary whose high-camp image channels the 
biker look of 70s pop icons The Village People. His fighting style – all knock-kneed 
sidekicks and limp wrist flicks – seems deliberately designed to contrast with more 
aggressive masculine attacking moves. 

While the LGBT+ movement made huge strides in many progressive societies in 
the early 21st century, casually derogatory stereotypes were still the norm in the 
gaming worlds. In Shenmue 2, for example, the character Yuan is depicted as an 
effeminate male gang member who is referred to as an “okama” by other characters, 
a Japanese slang term for a homosexual. A cross-dresser and compulsive cleaner, 
the character is voiced by female voice artists in both Japanese and English 
versions – a disempowering choice by Sega for this 2001 release.

Diseased thinking

It is not surprising that, as has often been the case in both film and television, LGBT+ 
representation in the world of video games has frequently been associated with 
pathological characters who are defined by criminality, perversion or mental illness. 
Trevor Philips, the amoral bisexual anti-hero of Grand Theft Auto V (released in 2014), 
was described by co-writer Dan Houser as someone who “kills without remorse, like 
a true psychopath, but [is] very sentimental for the right reasons when it suits him” 2. 
Meanwhile Alfred Ashford, the aristocratic lead antagonist of the Resident Evil series 
(first released in 2002), is a transgender man with a diagnosis of schizophrenia and 
a taste for ritual torture. 

Even in the second decade of the 21st century, some of the world’s major game 
franchises still seem intent on using LGBT+ themes as routine shorthand for depicting 
depravity or sociopathic tendencies. However, for the young “gaymer” seeking more 
progressive role models, some developers are building braver and more aspirational 
new virtual worlds. 

2 http://gta5.neoseeker.com/wiki/Trevor_Phillips
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Returning fire

In BioWare’s Dragon Age II, for example, support characters flirt with the protagonist 
regardless of their gender. When one fan accused the developer of “letting down” 
its main demographic of heterosexual men, co-writer David Gaider was unapologetic 
in his response. 

“The romances in the game are not for the ‘straight male gamer’, they’re for everyone,” 
he replied. “We have a lot of fans, many of whom are neither straight nor male, and 
they deserve no less attention. You can write it off as ‘political correctness’ if you 
wish, but the truth is that privilege always lies with the majority. The majority has no 
inherent ‘right’ to get more options than anyone else.” 3

Making history

Another pioneer has been Electronic Arts (EA) with its hugely popular life simulator 
The Sims, which has consistently positioned itself as a progressive voice in its 
cultural depiction of the LGBT+ community. Having allowed gamers the option of 
choosing same-sex relationships since it was first released in 2000, the game has 
continued to mirror and even foreshadow emergent civil liberties in the real world. 

In The Sims 2, gay couples could formalise their relationships, but only through 
a “Joined Union” rather than the marriage option open to straight couples – a right 
that was extended to same-sex couples in The Sims 3. Released in 2013, The Sims 4 
pushed the envelope yet further by allowing players to customise their Sims without 
predefined gender restrictions. “This means you can now create Sims with any type 
of physique, walk style, and tone of voice you choose – regardless of their gender,” 
its publisher Maxis declared. “We’ve also made clothing, hair, jewellery, and other 
visual options available to all Sims” 4.

3 https://kotaku.com/5785306/dragon-age-ii-writer-eloquently-defends-the-games-sexuality-balance
4 https://www.ea.com/games/the-sims/the-sims-4/pc/news/new-cas-update
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Teenage kicks

Across certain titles, at least, LGBT+ themes, plotlines and characters are becoming 
normalised in ways that suggest a greater sense of inclusion, cultural sensitivity 
and awareness on the part of developers. Ellie is the teenage protagonist of The 
Last of Us, an award-winning post-apocalyptic action-adventure game released for 
PlayStation in 2013. In the prequel, The Last of Us: Left Behind, Ellie, whose sexuality 
had previously been undisclosed, shares a kiss with the female character Riley in 
a scene described by one reviewer as “so beautiful and natural and funny that [she] 
was left dumbstruck” 5. 

Launched on Valentine’s Day in 2014, The Last of Us: Left Behind struck an emotional 
chord with audiences around the world. Many seemed genuinely moved, prompting 
Edward Smith of the International Business Times to describe the kiss as “the first 
example of intimacy in a videogame that’s meant anything” 6. For gamers of all sexual 
and gender identities who enjoy the richness and complexity of both real and virtual 
worlds, let’s hope there are many more to come.

5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Last_of_Us:_Left_Behind
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Last_of_Us:_Left_Behind
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